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In a 2006 article, Alan Bryman surveyed hundreds of social science journal articles that used mixed methodologies.¹ Doing that, he found a great discrepancy between the rationales employed to justify a particular choice of methodology and their actual uses. He concluded that researchers lacked a reflexive view on their research: rationales for mixing methodologies were not given enough thought. This chapter is an attempt to fill this gap in the field of virtual world studies. It takes a resolutely reflexive look, such as advocated by Pierre Bourdieu,² at research that has been carried out from 2007 to 2009 on the video game World of Warcraft. It aims at making explicit the reasons why, in this research, qualitative and quantitative methodologies were conjointly used. Consequently, it will make visible the scientific practice that is usually left out of articles and reports, the trials and errors that influence the conduct of a research project. An empirical perspective, grounded on actual field research practices rather than a priori ideas on the quantitative/qualitative divide, reveals how difficult it is to make sense of this gap. More specifically, I will argue against the “two methodology” thesis³ that downsizes this divide to a simple theoretical opposition between objectivism and subjectivism.⁴ There are many similarities between the two methods. Furthermore, their differences cannot be accounted for only with their respective theoretical grounds. This counterproductive opposition can thus be replaced, with much profit, by a set or
methodological guidelines much closer to the practice of conducting a research. The real question, then, is not so much “which one is better?” as “what can each method show, and under what conditions?”

A Research Story

In his famous 1957 novel, *La modification (Second Thoughts)*, Michel Butor describes with the utmost precision the changing thoughts of a man travelling from Paris to Rome. As he climbs on board, the hero intends his trip to enact a life-changing decision: he will announce to his expatriate mistress that he wants to take her back to Paris and plans to leave his wife and family for her. His mind wanders during the one day long train ride, until he realizes he feels more intimately bound to the Italian city than to his mistress. The exoticism of the place is what he fell in love with. When the train reaches Rome, he decides not to stick with his initial plan. He will not contact her, but only spend a few days in Rome before quietly going back to Paris.

Social science research is very similar to the journey Butor describes. A researcher may hop on the train with a very clear picture of what they intend to find, but very likely these findings will raise issues that were not apparent at first sight. At the end of the journey, the question addressed might be far from the initial one. This “modification” usually disappears from the researcher’s report. They will simply state that the question they answer is precisely the last one they raised.

However, this chapter does not aim at presenting the findings of a research so much as showing how qualitative and quantitative methods of data collection and analysis can be usefully mixed in a game studies research. To better understand how and why qualitative and quantitative methods can be mixed, it seems necessary to narrate how this research began, and how the questions asked gradually evolved. The research I will rely on in this text was conducted between 2007 and 2009 at the École Normale Supérieure de Lyon, France. We
studied socialization in online games using a mixed methodology, including ethnography (participant observation and a series of in-depths interviews with long-time players and former players, n=13), textual analysis and statistics (through an original online survey, n=1289), and focused on World of Warcraft, a popular MMORPG in both Europe and North America.

During this research, the question asked gradually shifted from “how does one become a player?” to “how can we explain social differentiation in playing an online game?” Climbing on board, the first question raised is a sociological classic. Socialization, the internalization of the social world, is the process that makes us who we are, including the different and sometimes contradictory aspects of our social being. Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann distinguished primary (mostly education, family socialization, etc.) and secondary socialization (professional, leisure, etc.). The learning of the rules and techniques of the game, as well as the social norms and the identity attached, i.e. the socialization to the game, is an instance of secondary socialization. Then, what does this specific socialization process looks like? How can we describe the series of steps through which a player has to go before he can become a player?

Addressing such a research question calls for ethnographic methods. Socialization is a process more easily grasped through a qualitative approach. It requires a precise biographical inquiry on the interviewees, as well as knowledge of their subjective view on who they are, how they are playing, and how their practice evolves, information that can only be gathered through in-depths interviews. The work started with this first research question in mind, “how does one become a player?”, and we thus decided to use ethnographic methods. However, analysis of the first wave of interviews amended this question. As opposed to many other types of games, there is not a single meaning to the word “playing” in MMORPGs. “To play” can refer to very different types of practices: high-level raiding, role-playing,
machinima production, and “social play” (where players focus on their community – usually a real-life group of friends using the game as a way to stay in touch) to name but a few. Consequently, the starting question could not be answered in a single fashion and had to be rephrased as follows: “how does one become this or that kind of player?”

Rephrasing our research question was the first incentive to try quantitative methods. Admittedly, it was still possible to understand the differentiated socialization process from interviews. However, the use of statistics could greatly improve the results by mapping out effectively the actual types of play. Calling in correspondence analysis could give solid grounds to a typology of ways of playing the game. It would help underline the distance, or proximity, between two playing modalities, and thus defines groups of characteristics that tend to cluster in the players’ practices. For instance, correspondence analysis proved that possession of high-level equipment correlates with raiding experiences, a result that may seem obvious, but also that it has very few links with any cultural activity, like fan fiction reading or machinima producing. Mapping out this practices thus suggested that competitive and “fan” (i.e. culturally productive) players form two distinct groups.

This first shift in the research question triggered a second one. Once different types of playing were spotted, we had to address the reasons why they differed. It meant not only to understand how players became players, or what kind of player they would become, but why would they evolve into one type rather than another. Again, such an analysis could not only rely on endogenous factors, but had to take into account the pertinent social properties of the players. Namely, being a male or a female, 15 or 45 years old, a college educated professional or a middle school graduate, could greatly affect the type of player one would become. A recent survey found, for instance, that among young teenagers, boys were more than three times more likely than girls to play video games every day.
As before, qualitative methods can help raise hypothesis as of which properties have the greatest impact on the players, but they may also have a hard time actually distinguishing between them. Does age have a greater impact than gender, or income, or the level of education? These questions can be more easily answered through quantitative analysis and especially through regression analysis. It showed, for instance, that most of the effect gender seems to have on the choice of a type of playing disappears when the concentration of the last degree obtained is added to the model.\textsuperscript{15} Hence, it seemed that women play differently mostly because they study different topics. Recent works in the sociology of culture showed how important it is to take into account not only vertical (the level of education) but also horizontal differences when studying cultural consumptions.\textsuperscript{16} In this case, competitive players with a degree in humanities were three times more likely than those who obtained their last degree in hard science to engage in a culturally-productive practice, i.e. to be “fans”.

Qualitative methods are useful when it comes to the sociological interpretation of those results. How does the quality of education affect the way one plays World of Warcraft? Interviews with players with various educational backgrounds showed that they display similar behaviors in different spheres of cultural consumption.\textsuperscript{17} A foreign language graduate from one of the top French grande école (a highly selective, prestigious research university), a PhD candidate at the time of the interview, said she started playing her first MMORPG, Dark Age of Camelot, because the world reminded her of the medieval literature she had been familiar with since she was a kid (both her parents are history teachers), and studied in college. She played other games inspired by literature, like a browser-based MMORPG based on Isaac Asimov’s Foundation science-fiction series, and found the latter more interesting than World of Warcraft, because of its emphasis on role-playing rather than performance. Her own practice of World of Warcraft was quite far from the dominant, competitive model. She was not especially looking to improve her character, nor engaging in group playing (she said
she did not like talking to other people in the game). She thus developed a culturally productive, non-competitive, and non-sociable practice of video games, expressed mostly in her attraction for role-playing. Her practice is coherent with her educational background in humanities. On the opposite pole, some of the players with a hard science background would talk at length about the mathematics of, say, talent repartition (a feature of the game that allows one to customize their character within certain limits). Similar situations have been documented in the same game by Constance Steinkuehler.18

In the process of conducting interviews, the initial research question had undergone a double shift from singular to plural. It started with “How does one become a player?” We soon realized that there was not a single player, but several very different types, so that the question became: “what kind of player does one become, and how?” Then, it appeared that there was not one pool of undifferentiated individuals that could become players, but people with various backgrounds. The link between players’ backgrounds and their playing of an online game became central to the research and the question took its final shape: “How can we explain the social differentiation of playing practices?”

Nonetheless, there are other dimensions to this shift than the mere refinement of a research question. One of these is the mix of paradigms associated with the two methods. The initial research question is closely tied to the tradition of symbolic interactionism. The key concept here is that of career as a patterned sequence of stages. We relied mostly on Howard Becker’s work on marijuana smokers.19 Such a perspective is a powerful tool for the sociological apprehension of a socialization process. In fact, as Muriel Darmon puts it, career can play the same role of objectivation as concepts like “field” or “habitus” play in bourdieusian sociology.20 It allows the researcher to focus on the activity of the actors, rather than on their identity. The study of deviant careers, for instance, helps deconstruct the idea that deviance is a characteristic of the individual. On the contrary, it lies in the interactions
between individuals: it is the result of a labeling process aimed at the “deviant”. 21 Researchers
of this tradition usually prefer qualitative methods, as they need to find numerous, precise
information on an individual’s past to reconstruct their career pattern. Most of the time, this
can only be achieved through in depth interviews. 22

With the shift in the research question came a need to mix paradigms as well as
methods. Since it does not consider individuals socialized, but only actors in an interaction,
symbolic interaction has yet to explain why people with different backgrounds have different
practices, and thus different careers. Field theory developed adequate tools to answer this
question. It situates individuals in a system of relative positions, a field, where positions are
determined by the (social, economic, cultural, etc.) capital they hold. These forms of capital
are usually specific to a field, although they can produce related forms of capital in other
fields. For instance, the symbolic capital associated with the field of literature is specific to
this field, but can sometimes be used in the “field of power”, when a writer uses his fame (i.e.
his symbolic capital) to take a political stand. One’s position within a specific field depends,
at least in part, on one’s position in other fields, and especially in the broader social space, a
field encompassing others and determined by cultural and economic capital. An online game
such as World of Warcraft can be seen as a field, a system of relative positions occupied by
the players and determined by their possession of game-specific capital. 23 What, then, is the
relation between this field and the broader social space? How does the position one holds in
the social space affects the one they will hold in the field of the game? 24 Interestingly, this
perspective on the social world inspired by field theory has affinities with quantitative
methods and in particular with correspondence analysis, since it has the capacity to map out
effectively a large social space with a few indicators on the specific practices in the field.

Adding to the methodological and the theoretical ones, there is a third level to this
shift: the observational scale. There was an upward movement, from the micro-sociologic
scale of interactions to a macro-sociologic view of the structure of the social space of the game. This might explain why the paradigm mix is useful: both perspectives are pertinent, but they work at different levels. They both contributed to explain a side of the situation rather than compete for a scientific monopole. This idea is well documented by Muriel Darmon in her work on anorexia, where she combined a study of a deviant career with a focus on the social conditions of eating disorder. She opposed the division of labor between disciplines imposed by the psychological construction of anorexia and argued that sociology had something to say not only about the social context, but also the process through which one becomes an anorexic.\textsuperscript{25} Similarly, Bernard Lahire used the notion of “context” to account for the variations of observational scale and remarked that it has effects on methodology, as well as concepts. The micro- and macro approaches are not incompatible, but “they do not give access to the same social realities”.\textsuperscript{26}

Mixing Methodologies

How, then, can we mix methods in virtual world studies? There are many ways in which quantitative and qualitative methods can interact. Several authors elaborated typologies of the uses of mixed methods.\textsuperscript{27} In our research, the quantitative step was preceded and followed by qualitative steps. Although there was no prearranged plan, the sequence appeared logical. Qualitative research raised questions that could only be answered through quantitative research; it in turn raised questions that had us return to qualitative methods. The first step allowed us to understand the socialization of “hardcore gamers”, as well as to draw hypothesis on the social differentiation of players; the second, to verify these hypotheses; the third, to go back to the mechanisms that ensured the transfer from the social world to the space of the game.

Among the last step’s research was, for instance, the study of the recruitment of new members by high-end raiding guilds.\textsuperscript{28} Guilds, indeed, have in the production and
reproduction of the space of the game a function similar to that of higher education in the social world. The educational system has become in modern societies a powerful tool for the reproduction of social inequalities. The school’s function is to sort pupils on the grounds of their success; however, success and failure are largely determined by the possession of a series of dispositions towards legitimate culture that are very unequally spread between social classes. They include such competencies as mastering written languages. Given that top-level schools pave the way for power positions in almost every field of society, the educational system acts as a filter that separates those who display the culture and behavior of the dominant class (and who are likely to belong to the upper and upper-middle classes themselves) and those who do not. Such a class based reproduction appears legitimate as it is assumed to be grounded on objective abilities.

Similarly, high-end raiding guilds usually have a very selective recruitment policy. It includes, of course, performance requirements: a candidate has to prove that they have mastered the control of their character, possess sufficient know-how to efficiently equip them, and display some knowledge of high-end gaming. The “presentation of self” matters greatly. Written language skills are almost often a prerequisite: an application too short, containing too many mistakes, or written in a phonetic language will most likely be rejected or at best ignored by the guild. A candidate should not only prove his technical abilities, but also show that he has a behavior, a set of dispositions, similar to the guild members who recruit him. In this sense, guilds have a great influence on the determination of game norms. They play a similar role as the educational system in controlling who can access dominant positions and how. The norms they set up are then diffused across the whole social space, whether because high-end guild members are active members of the community and often act as “moral entrepreneurs” or through “anticipatory socialization” of high-end guild candidates. In short, the quantitative research revealed a need to focus on the institutions of the game, for
which mixed methodologies are adapted. The quantitative and qualitative analyses of guild applications enlighten both the influence of some characteristics of the applicants and guilds on the outcome of the recruitment and the rhetoric of applications.

There are other ways to combine quantitative and qualitative methods. Conducting research using quantitative methods, in virtual world studies, is rather inexpensive. A researcher can easily design and distribute a survey on his own. That is probably one of the main reasons why such methods are so common. Conducting our own research, once we had designed and tested the survey, we started looking for respondents, mostly on forums. Our primary goal, of course, was to find enough people to answer the survey. However, a log of this phase of the research was kept, as we would have done using ethnographic methods. The log data collected was useful not only in that it allowed a reflexive outlook on the methodology, but also because it enlightened one of the hypothesis of our study, although not a central one.

We were interested in the way the discourse on video games produced and diffused in the media by psychologists could be interiorized by gamers. A first review of the social science literature on video games revealed that games were almost exclusively studied by psychologists and psychiatrists until at least the mid 1990s. The discourse these approaches used was usually very critical of the games, blaming them for violent behaviors and addictions to the virtual. Moreover, they had strong links with the broader discourse on “public problems:” there seemed to be a strong public concern about the effects television, video games, the Internet, etc., could have on children. There are many ways these debates can affect players. First of all, players live in a society that is ambivalent about using video games for legitimate leisure, and, although this is changing, one still hears stories evoking the negative impact of gaming. Players, experts and politicians hear such things on TV, in the newspapers, and probably in their own family. One interviewee, whose parents were
divorced, said only his father knew he was playing *World of Warcraft*: he would never want his mother to think of him as a “freak”.

Moreover, social scientists themselves keep reminding video game players of the questionable nature of their play activity. There are many social science researchers browsing forums in search for survey respondents. One particular forum even had a special thread for researchers. In the ten months preceding our own survey, 37 surveys were announced, almost one every week. For half of the surveys where the main topic could be determined (n=24) game addiction or a related question dominated the narrative. It is not surprising, then, that the initial answers players gave to our announcement were very negative. They insisted on the fact that there were too many of us studying games (“yet another survey”) and that they were fed up with objectifying approaches (“We, geeks, are no lab rats! Get out, you noob!”). It often took a few days of discussions to convince forum goers that our survey was legitimate, had no interest in the issues of addiction and violence, and mostly asked what could be seen as casual questions. In this sense, the short ethnographic research that took place within the recruitment phase of the quantitative research proved very useful in showing how players feel objectified by some social researchers. This “resistance to objectification” also revealed, however, that many of the players had interiorized the low status society had assigned to them. A forum participant, for instance, advised the researcher to do “real research”, pick “a real topic,” revealing how little he thought of his own hobby, and others, in the survey or in interviews, insisted on justifying their practice, saying, for instance, that playing was always better than watching TV. Overall, many spontaneously brought up the theme of addiction in the survey, comparing, for instance, the game to a drug.

**Theory and methodology**

As explained before, the mix in methods corresponds to a threefold shift, in the object, the theory, and the scale, or more precisely to the combination of two objects, two theories
and two scales, although it took various forms. The cases of interactions between quantitative and qualitative methods that were presented in the last section raise questions as to what actually distinguishes qualitative and quantitative methods. In virtual world studies, for instance, Dmitri Williams argued that the difference is above all theoretical. There are, he wrote, too opposite sides among game studies: on the one hand, social scientists are concerned with the media effects on players, and on the other hand, humanists focus on the meaning players give to the games they play. The former rely mostly on quantitative methods; the latter, on ethnography. The divisions in the unit of analysis (i.e. the scale of observation) and the object further add to this opposition.\textsuperscript{38}

Williams called for a bridging of “the methodological divide”, an idea that has been advocated by scholars in many fields of social science.\textsuperscript{39} Most of them agree that this divide is founded on an opposition between a positivist, objectivist, realist approach on the one side, and a phenomenological, constructivist, interpretive, subjectivist approach on the other side. Another expression of this opposition can be found in the understanding vs. explaining debate, positivists stating that social science should explain reality the same way natural sciences explain nature, and qualitativists arguing that there is a radical difference between nature and society.

However, it is not certain whether this portrayal of the methodology gap makes things any clearer. On the contrary, it seems like a caricature, whose primary goal is to enhance the interest of a third way that, in practice, already exists. First of all, this caricature tends to reproduce the objectivism/subjectivism opposition, by taking for granted the theoretical fundamentals of both methods. However, to invoke an argument Bourdieu has often used, such an opposition is a false one, for if social sciences are meant to explain objective reality, the subjective view of social actors is also part of that reality. Therefore, opposing structures and representations is a fallacy.\textsuperscript{40}
Moreover, the link between theories and methodologies is far from evident: if quantitative methods have indeed been introduced in social science in an attempt to mimic natural sciences, the constructivists have since been using it as often as the positivists. Quantitative methods can be used in a subjectivist perspective (for instance in opinion polls). Qualitative methods might as well be used in an objectivist perspective, where interviews are seen as a mean to gather precise data on an actor’s past, without thorough attention towards their view on the world.\textsuperscript{41} Alvaro Pires, for one, pointed out the diversity of approaches that used qualitative methods: marxist, feminist, interactionist, weberian, etc.\textsuperscript{42} When we compare sociology to other disciplines of the social sciences, like history, the “two methodologies” thesis\textsuperscript{43} does not hold.

A more comprehensive, multisided approach to video game research can be outlined here. Instead of focusing on the one theory, it would take into account the many factors that may influence the choice of a qualitative, quantitative or mixed methodology. Theory, of course, has a role to play in such a choice; the philosophy and sociology of science remind us of the links between theory and empirical apparatus.\textsuperscript{44} However, this link is not so much a correspondence than it is an affinity. Some theories get along better with some methodologies rather than others, but this is in no way systematic. Let us consider, for example, the relation between Bourdieu’s idea of a “social space” and Benzecri’s statistical technique, correspondence analysis. Bourdieu explained his taste for this technique in the foreword to the German edition of The Craft of Sociology:

I use Correspondence Analysis very much, because I think that it is essentially a relational procedure whose philosophy fully expresses what in my view constitutes social reality. It is a procedure that 'thinks' in relations, as I try to do it with the concept of field.\textsuperscript{45}

The association, or “elective affinities” (Bourdieu) between a quantitative technique and a theory seems clear. However, when we take a look at the sociologist’s actual practice, it appears that it is the representational mode of correspondence analysis rather than the
technique itself that matters. When correspondence analysis was not possible, or not adequate, Bourdieu used other techniques, including qualitative analysis; to draw social spaces quite similar to those statistical analysis would have given. He warns us, for instance, that although figures 5 and 6 in *Distinction* strongly resemble correspondence analysis diagrams, they have, in fact, been reconstructed on the basis of several types of analysis. Moreover, he adopted the same spatial representation for other topics, such as the analysis of Gustave Flaubert’s *Sentimental Education*, using a similar qualitative method.

Quantitative methods are difficult to use on populations that are by definition hard to reach widely. This is the case, for instance, of individuals engaged in deviant activity (i.e. labeled as deviant) like prostitution or drug use; or of population defined by their lack of a social attribute, e.g. housing (people without homes). Such populations call almost automatically for a qualitative approach. This is also the case for historical objects for which available data allows little quantitative analysis.

Finally, the context deemed pertinent to the study, i.e. the scale at which the object is apprehended, influences largely the choice of methodology. Cultural hierarchies, for instance, can be studied from a very broad macro-sociological perspective, that will emphasizes the different types of cultural consumption among social groups, or from a micro-sociological perspective focused on the way individuals deal with such hierarchies.

**Strengths and Weaknesses**

Methodologies, then, should not be chosen for the affinities they have with a paradigm, but for their own internal characteristics. A researcher should first think about the plus and minuses of the two sides, and then choose whether they will stick to quantitative or qualitative methodology, or use a mixed method. Naturally, since the two methods characteristics are complementary, this reasoning often concludes with the adoption of mixed methods.
Writing about the field of *game studies*, Williams makes such a claim. The two symmetrical problems of quantitative and qualitative studies are, he argued, generalization and context. Quantitative methods are able to study vast populations, and thus to generalize their results, providing they were obtained through the study of a representative sample. However, they cannot render the context in which the actions take place. In short, they fail to understand the meaning the actors give to their actions and to the world around them. On the other hand, qualitative methods are very good at providing such a context. They can situate precisely a social situation within a broader frame, and grasp the complexity of those situations. But they are incapable of generalizing their findings, since their results are too closely tied to a precisely situated context.\(^5^2\)

It should be reminded that the use of quantitative methods does not guarantee the generalizability of their results.\(^5^3\) Very few quantitative studies overtaken in the field of game studies actually have a representative sample. We can only think of one study, led by Dmitri Williams, that fulfills this condition: the sample had been provided to the research team by the owners of the game *Everquest 2*.\(^5^4\) In our research, the sample we worked on was not representative of the population of *World of Warcraft* players, nor did it claimed to be. We never pretended to describe statistically the general population using the results of our survey. However, some researchers, using equally biased samples have made such claims. Griffiths et al., for instance, used polls posted on two online gaming fan sites, and yet claimed that their study could provide a better knowledge of who video game players really were. They aimed at “breaking the stereotype”, especially by showing that players were older than might have been expected.\(^5^5\) In a similar article, Yee relied on a series of surveys he designed, recruiting his participants on game-related websites and forums, to evoke the demographics of players.\(^5^6\)

Such a reliance on game-related forum recruitment faces one major issue: we have to assume that the population of players who visit these sites is representative of all players. It
would if these forums were the place where the game is played. This is clearly not the case.

Our own research mixed several types of recruitment. We relied not only on game-related forums, but also on social networks (Facebook and Skyrock Blog, a blogging platform and social network quite popular among working and lower-middle classes French teenagers) and on blogs. It gave us an opportunity to test the hypothesis of Griffiths and Yee, among others. Table 1 shows the weekly game time of players recruited on forums and by other means. It appears clearly that players recruited outside the forums are overrepresented in the lowest bracket (less than 14 hours a week), suggesting that there is a high concentration of intensive players on these forums. How, then, could one deduce, from answers given by a sample where the so-called “hardcore gamers” are obviously overrepresented, an average gaming time for all players?

Table 1: Weekly Game Time, by Origin of Recruitment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Game-related forums</th>
<th>other origins</th>
<th>total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 to 14 hours</td>
<td>28.3%</td>
<td>38.3%</td>
<td>30.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 to 30 hours</td>
<td>42.8%</td>
<td>37.8%</td>
<td>41.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 hours and more</td>
<td>28.9%</td>
<td>23.9%</td>
<td>27.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then, what good are these surveys? Why bother building them if we cannot generalize about their results? The fact is that we can – only, not the kind of generalization we usually think about. There is no way we could describe the general population of players with them. Griffiths and Yee’s attempts failed in this regard. But we can still say a lot of things about the differences we can spot between players. For instance, nothing assures us that the proportion of men and women found in the sample matches the actual proportion, in the mother population. But when we relate this attribute to answers that describe the type of practice, we can see how there are gendered ways of playing. These differences can be generalized, for
there is no hint that recruitment was so gender-biased that it picked radically different men and women.

Furthermore, we can ask whether qualitative approaches are really incapable of generalization. Admittedly, sample size matters, and drawing conclusions solely on a few cases is a risky business. But as for non-representative but generalizable quantitative samples, the population ethnographically studied might be chosen as to allow a more general analysis. We can, for instance, try and find individuals who differ greatly in a few key variables, the influence of which the survey has to measure, and build a sample with enough male and female, hard science /IT and other educational backgrounds, working class and middle class individuals, etc.

But more importantly, we can always rely on the cumulativity of social science research. The sociologist and epistemologist Jean-Claude Passeron wrote about the importance of analogy in “historical sciences”. It is true that every situation these disciplines study is uniquely linked to a time and space, and that it is, in this sense, specific. Thus, concepts are designed with regards to empirical situations, and stay indexed to the situations they designate even when they are used in other fields. He takes the example of medieval society: the characteristic features of Japanese medieval society do not match those of Europeans medieval societies. However, the analogy between these situations helps us understand both of them better.\textsuperscript{58} Similarly, research in sociology holds little interest on its own, but has to be analyzed with regard to other researches.\textsuperscript{59} There are many examples of such generalizations in the history of social sciences. Claude Lévi-Strauss’ classical book \textit{The Elementary Structures of Kinship}, for one, relies on a wide array of monographic works to draw more general laws about societies, namely that the incest taboo is at their root, since marriage outside the family is the first form of exchange between social groups.\textsuperscript{60}
It is often difficult, to say the least, to take into account situations outside one’s field. Moreover, a perspective that would analyze a lot of various situations might lose some of its pertinence. One of the main criticisms of Levi-Strauss’ structuralism concerns the scale of his model. Generalization, thus, should always be cautious. But the amount of works in various fields of the social sciences allows a researcher to draw parallels between what they are looking at and what others discovered before them. Of course, that would mean, in the field of game studies, that we should not postulate that games are a completely new medium, but rather try to see empirically what is new and what is old about it. That is why we tried to relate the career of World of Warcraft players to a series of work on professional and deviant careers and found many similarities: the construction of a status through a necessary succession of steps, the possibility of a fork in the career, the necessity of personal efforts, the importance of the peer group, etc.

Bourdieu’s theory of the literary field also helped a lot when we had to describe what the social space of the game looked like. Here, too, there are many resemblances. Like the literary field, the social space of the game is relatively autonomous. Huizinga defended a similar idea of autonomy with his concept of the “magic circle”. However, in Huizinga’s perspective, the autonomy of the game is absolute: the game is a space radically cut from other social spheres, like economy. By applying a theory that has been built on a totally different object, the production of culture, the concept of “field” allows us to see that this autonomy is actually very fragile. It is not an ontological property of the game, but rather a never-ending social construction. The actors of this representation, the players and the producers of the game, have to continually strive to maintain their autonomy. Forbidding real-money trade is one of the ways to do it: outside world economic capital should not be convertible into specific economic capital. Other means include the definition of allowed topics for discussion (no politics, no religion, said one interviewee, the administrator of a
private server). Furthermore, field theory describes social spaces in terms of the unequal distribution of the different forms of capital. It thus makes visible the heterogeneity of the players, as well as the specific hierarchies of the game, as for instance the dominant position competitive players hold.

The major flaw of quantitative studies is, for Williams, their lack of contextualization. He gave one illustration: since the social scientists usually limit their analysis to a few factors (“school achievement, intelligence, and introversion”), predictions of an individual’s behavior are impossible. We could object that qualitative studies cannot predict behaviors either. Social sciences do not produce natural laws that would apply in every situation. Rather, they rely on probability. For instance, the sociology of education can only pinpoint the more influential factors of school achievement, and thus, knowing an individual’s attributes, predict their probability of success, but the outcome is far from certain. It can only draw the skyline of possible and probable futures, and say which one is most likely to happen.

Furthermore, qualitative studies, be they ethnography or textual analysis, may present the same “contextual flaw”. The “scholastic point of view” is a concept Bourdieu termed after an expression by John Austin. It describes a situation when the researcher gives to the actors they study their own point of view on the world: for instance, the formalized and experimental situations game theory refers to. Some ethnographic works in game studies show the same scholastic bias. A recent and otherwise interesting edited book, Digital Culture, Play and Identity, A World of Warcraft Reader, has several of its contributors rely as much, if not more, on their personal experience of the game, than empirical research. The emphasis they place on role-playing or the history of Azeroth, for instance, is characteristic of scholars being primarily interested in players playing the same way they do. Although the editors initially insist on the variety of potential practices, the diverse types of players barely appear in the book. In this sense, qualitative studies may not always be the best way to contextualize
social action, since contextualization requires the acknowledgement of differences between the actors.

Some qualitative methods, especially textual analysis, reproduce what Foucault called the “juridico-discursive conception of power”. He warned us, in a preamble on his genealogical method, against the risks of taking written texts for granted. We should not only analyze what the law says (norms and rules), but also the actual practices, for there may be a gap between these two. The many works on the ideology of video games, or games in general, usually limit their study to the texts, in this case the code or the rules of the game, and let slip their reception and appropriation by the players. Some approaches studying online identities show the same bias. They assume that the Internet grants anonymity arguing that users can chose new identities online. Yet they forget that social identities are deeply embodied in individuals. One of the major tensions between players in the virtual worlds, for instance, is the level of language. Many players complain that the virtual world is crowded with people who do not know how to write properly, use many abbreviations, and a phonetic language. They usually associate such a use of language with youth: it is, they think, how young teenagers talk. But the fact is that it is not only about age, but also about social class. Mastering of the written word is a very unequally distributed skill. The symbolic violence of the interactions about language reassesses the distinctions between social groups. They act as a sign of offline identity and limit the ability to freely build a different online representation of the self.

Conclusion
The distinction between quantitative and qualitative methodologies cannot be taken for granted. As we saw, it is much less simple than it appears, and even an approach of the risks and benefits of each method fails to strictly separate them, since they may both show the same weakness, depending on their uses. Therefore, the choice of a method should not be made a
priori, but negotiated in the field with regards to their capacities and to the questions asked. The two methods should not be opposed, but rather combined. Instead of “which one should I use?” one could rather ask “what can I prove using them?”

The reasons why we should mix methodologies are quite obvious once we take a critical look, even one as short as this chapter, at their weaknesses. Complementarities of methods are the main reason, even though other uses of mixed methods are common. To ensure this complementary use, it is important to think about what both methods can achieve in the specific context of the study, and given a specific research question. In other words, this means that the problem with the choice of a methodology is above all epistemological. It is a matter of the “sociological reasoning”, of the conditions under which a scientific proposition can be held as true.

Howard Becker named his clever collection of tips for social scientists Tricks of the Trade: How to Think about your Research while you’re Doing It. Reflexivity, thinking about one’s research, is essential in every research, and especially when mixed methods are used, at every stage of the research. Whatever the method used, we must make sure not to say more than we can say with the data produced. Then, mixing methodologies appears as a good way to produce a more comprehensive knowledge about a given object: “the social sciences must take benefit of every methods and every way of scientifically constructing social reality.”

To some extent, the lasting opposition between quantitative social science and qualitative humanities research resembles an opposition studied by Jean-Claude Passeron and Claude Grignon. Literature and sociology usually fall, they say, in one of two theoretical traps, misérabilisme (sordid realism emphasizing the complete lack of control lower classes have on culture, including popular culture) and populism (glorification of popular culture as an autonomous, coherent set). The former is embodied by the Frankfurt school’s perspective
on cultural industries; the latter, by the parts of the cultural studies approach that ignores cultural domination. The social sciences and humanities sides of games studies show the same opposition. Passeron and Grignon saw in the methodological divide one of the many factors that contributed to the reproduction of the status quo. Since then, many sociologists have worked on a refined definition of culture, which would acknowledge both the creativity and resistance of popular culture and its objective lower status in cultural hierarchies. Such a work is necessary in contemporary game studies. Video games should neither be seen as yet another product of cultural industries that oppresses and alienates players, nor as a fabulous new medium freeing players from outside world’s norms. Researchers should display neither fear, nor fascination in their analysis, but only ask questions and answer them as best as they can.
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